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Nonprofit Lifecycles, Susan Kenny Stevens, Ph.D. (2008)  

I explain vastly differing approaches to clients’ problems with often similar processes by using a broad bell curve with 

7 stages of organizational development: Idea, Start-up, Growth, Maturity, Decline, Turnaround, and Terminal. Maturity is at 

the center. If our society depends on nonprofit organizations for essential services, then they must have the wherewithal to be-

come strong, capable, durable institutions. Despite long hours and low pay, without aspirations of wealth or profit, nonprofits 

focus instead on improving the lives of individuals and communities and, for that, the IRS confers tax-exempt status. We started 

the 21
st
 century with more than 1 million nonprofit organizations in the US alone.  

We know intuitively that higher expectations produce higher results. Capacity is another word for organizational capa-

bility and competence. The continuum of organizational success is:  

CAPACITY (means) PERFORMANCE (measurement)  EFFECTIVENESS (impact).    

Organizational competencies required at each stage may look quite different from one state to another. 5 capacity 

builders ~ programs, management, governance, financial resources, and systems. Nonprofit capacity is an organization’s ability 

to achieve alignment between these 5 at each stage of life. It is precisely those things we consider overhead that improve the 

infrastructural capabilities of an organization to perform. Capacity costs are those necessary to achieve organization compe-

tence. Figures 6 & 7 represent lifecycle diagnostics for 2 different organizations. Note the range of stages in the 5 different ca-

pacity builders.  

 

 
  

Stage theory describes and attempts to understand the predictable and behavioral changes that occur as individuals and 

organizations transition from one phase to another.  

* Understanding an organization’s lifecycle stage establishes a diagnostic starting point. 

* It helps set realistic expectations for the typical behavior one might expect. 

* It helps us recognize when behaviors are out of sync from the norm. 

* It helps depersonalize organizational management weaknesses and reframe current stage-related growing pains as 

predicable for the developmental stage.  

* It helps others become more effective advocates for the individuals or organizations they care about.  

The upside of the lifecycle curve represents the first 4 stages where nonprofits are most attuned to the community and 

their constituents. The downside of the curve, particularly decline and terminal, reflects an inward, self-preservational focus. 

Although each stage has important tasks to accomplish, maturity is the optimal operational stage. Mature organizations oscillate 
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between growth and maturity to stay vibrant. The more advanced an organization is in its lifecycle development, the more that 

can be expected of it. The lifecycle challenge is to achieve balance and alignment among the 5 capacity builders at each stage.  

[Since I believe we are between the growth and maturity stages I will highlight only those elements].   

Growth stagers spend a considerable amount of energy creating and refining a style that distinguishes their service 

from that of others. They begin to work with strategic divisions of labor. Staff who have worked so hard to build something to-

gether now realize they have something to lose. This realization brings about behavioral changes as they learn to evolve with 

the organization. Skill and specialization supplant organizational virtues of loyalty and willingness that served the nonprofit so 

well in startup. 

Staff burnout is a predictable by-product of the growth stage. The board becomes more professional but that should not 

diminish commitment to mission. The board’s own growth-stage challenge is to transition from a group of individuals formed to 

support the executive direction to a governing body charged with monitoring the ultimate success or failure of the organization. 

The most important ally an executive director can have in the growth stage is a board chair who understands the organizations 

mission as well as its developing structural challenges. A board chair who can oversee the work of the board and support the 

executive’s efforts at building institutional capacity frees the executive to focus on program and operational work.   

Mature nonprofits have built their brand around excellent services that are usually multi-dimensional and more com-

prehensive than earlier stages. A mature nonprofit is viewed as a leader among its peers and participates in the development of 

its field. It seeks to influence public policy based on its own wealth of experience.  

Mature organizations have well-functioning boards that are policy driven and understand their legal and fiduciary re-

sponsibilities. Mature boards govern. They don’t expect to engage in operational tasks. They have adequate financial tracking 

and control systems and begin to build operating reserve funds. Maturity’s biggest challenge is to maintain vitality so that is 

doesn’t slip into decline. They maintain distinctive competence, looking for new opportunities to enhance their existing services 

and fill market voids. Maintaining a sense of vibrancy results from functioning simultaneously at peak program and organiza-

tional performance as well as peak community connection and perception. 

In decline, staff and boards become locked into their own “tried and true” methods and seldom seek evaluative client 

feedback. Signs of trouble include dwindling market position, lack of financial control, deterioration of physical space, and 

flagging morale. 

Although some use lifecycle theory to explain organizational growth and development, its most important contribution 

is as a diagnostic tool for defining normal characteristics. It can pinpoint corresponding capacity requirements one might expect 

to find at each developmental stage.   

* At what lifecycle stage is the organization? 

* At what stage are its programs? Typically, programs are far superior to its other infrastructure components. 

* Does the current executive director have the right characteristics to lead the organization through this stage of devel-

opment? 

* Is the board assuming roles and responsibilities consistent with those requirements of the life stage? 

* Are the financial resources of the organization consistent with those required for that stage of maturation? 

* Are current financial and administrative systems in line with the organization’s programs and life stage?  

Each capacity builder may be in a different stage. It’s even possible for various programs to be at different lifecycle 

stages [Class vs Alumni vs Community]. The language of lifecycles provides a neutral, non-judgmental framework to under-

stand each program’s similarities and differences. The attached pages list the Diagnostic Characteristics and Performance Out-

comes for each of Overview, Programs, Management, Governance, Resources, and Systems for both the Growth and Mature 

stages.  

[Evaluate RCLI for using the descriptions at the end.].  
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After start-up the most likely place for nonprofits to stall is the growth stage. This is when the realization begins to hit 

that you have nowhere near enough internal capacity to take advantage of the opportunities at hand. 2 of the biggest challenge 

areas are human and financial resources.  

When hiring someone who I thought was a perfect “fit,” I didn’t realize then that we were a startup agency moving into 

the growth stage. I would not have selected someone who needs a more predictable stable work setting or state-of-the-art 

equipment, associated with more mature organizations. She had all the skills and experience I was looking for, but her expecta-

tions were completely out of sync with our organization’s lifecycle stage. My carefully crafted job description specified only the 

professional requirements of the job, not the fit to our organizational lifecycle. She quit after the first day. 

Fit applies to board members too. The transition between growth and maturity needs skill and experience to implement 

necessary infrastructural capabilities.  

Lifecycle Management and Leadership Attributes of the growth stage: Dynamic; Strong base of personal reserves; 

Able to inspire and motivate, energetic, able to create a plan and provide focus; Able to appreciate, create and routinize systems 

to make functions easier; Good judgment and instinct to know what opportunities to pursue and which to decline; Comfortable 

with continual change; Understands the servant/leader management model. 

The maturity stage: Good manager who likes to manage people and processes; Respected in the field; Policy and pro-

cedures oriented; Sees the value in stability, while always seeking ways to improve service; Capable of motivating staff; Under-

stands and values organizational structure. 

Mission may be every nonprofit’s raisond’etre, but money is its lifeblood. Frequent questions/issues: How can we es-

tablish an endowment? How can we generate an extra $10-20,000 for our annual budget?  

Lifecycle Financial tasks and Challenges of the growth stage: Develop more sophisticated financial statements and 

begin to manage from them; Make monthly cash flow forecasts; Diversify program revenues; Obtain line of credit or working 

capital loan to even out cash flow; Recognize that each program has different costs—some will produce and some not; Plan rea-

sonable surpluses into as many programs as possible; Thoroughly understand and budget administrative costs; Begin to budget 

depreciation as an operating expense; Set aside cash surpluses for working capital reserves. 

Maturity stage: Develop net asset balances (equity); Create operating reserves from unrestricted income; Begin or con-

tinue to develop working capital reserves to internally finance cash flow and growth; Set up “repair and replacement” reserves 

funded by depreciation allowances; Possibly develop an endowment. 

For the nonprofit founder, motivation is generally linked to some hole in the social or cultural status quo that desperate-

ly needs to be filled. Founders are, forever, inextricably linked to their founding organizations.  

Nonprofit boards achieve maturation over a series of years or events that impart a collective institutional wisdom. The 

point at which the board takes collective ownership of the organization from the executive staff is when is becomes mature. 

This transfer requires board members to “own” not only their board membership role, but also the overall working of the organ-

ization. Owning a role is a theoretical thing. Realizing that, as a board member, you are responsible for the organization’s over-

all success and well-being is one thing--then acting on that realization, is quite another. It requires that flash of recognition. I 

have always considered myself a good ‘steward’ of the organization and its mission, but not and ‘owner.’ It’s up to us to take 

ultimate responsibility for carrying the organization forward, and for hiring the right executive partner. Next to the executive 

director, the board chair is the most important person in building capacity.  

The chief contributor to organizations’ success is “bench strength.” Building a succession organization requires invest-

ing in human capital and understanding their lifecycle stage. 

The growth stage occurs when demand for a nonprofit’s service outstrips its capacity to perform. The further along in 

the lifecycle stage, the more likely that a new person hired will have held a similar position before, thus bringing added depth to 

the agency. 

Realizing the goals of high performance, best practices, and organizational effectiveness are wholly dependent on ca-

pacity. Mindset is how we think. 4 dynamics are necessary for internal change ~ internalizing insights and learnings, identifying 

the organizations mindset, reframing the mindset, and creating new habits. Internalization is the “getting it” factor. Boards with 

an internal locus of control are “dream team” participants for capacity managers. Organizational mindsets don’t stray far from 

their key individuals and often function on “auto-pilot.” To change behavior, we must first understand the auto-pilot quality of 

the default mindset.  

Maturity is doing what you should even when no one’s looking.  

[7 stages of organizational development: Idea, Start-up, Growth, Maturity, Decline, Turnaround, and Terminal. 5 ca-

pacity builders ~ programs, management, governance, financial resources, and systems. Realizing the goals of high perfor-

mance, best practices, and organizational effectiveness are wholly dependent on capacity]. 
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